3 those which only interest colleagues (e.g., Marcus 1998; Eriksen 2006; Borofsky 2011) . The common concern to these variously named initiatives is to exploit the potential power of anthropology to inform issues of the day in a knowledgeable, analytical , revelatory manner; at the same time, they vaunt the promise of edging our fieldwork towards moral equity, grounded on greater participation between the parties involved in a research project. Third, these parallel processes-the occupational shift in the anthropological workplace and the 'turn to the public'-have led to an increasing recognition that anthropology may be profitably practised not just by academics, but by amateurs and others who do not hold tenured positions as well, and that the non-academics' contribution to a broadly conceived anthropology may be wide and multifarious. If these present-day developments have led to a re-envisioned future for our subject, they also enable a revised past for it, one more open and plural than the singular versions propounded by the institutionally powerful (MacClancy 2013).
A similar argument can be made within Stocking's own terms, for he characterised anthropology as the 'boundless discipline' (Stocking 1995) . Haddon had made the same point in the early 1900s, noting 'This lack of definiteness adds a charm to the subject and is fertile in the production of new ideas' (Haddon 1903: 11) . Sixty years later Wolf called anthropology 'a discipline between disciplines'; it can also be viewed as an evolving assortment of activities coasting among disciplines (Wolf 1964; MacClancy 2013: 3) . A scholarly chronicle of anthropological practice is thus not one of steady development, or even salutatory evolution, but of constant dispute where rival camps seek to persuade others (colleagues, students, funders, the public) of the value of their distinctive approach.
These intellectual propounders work to exploit anthropology's vagueness, by seeking to fill 4 it with the content or style they deem most promising. In this account, the historical course of anthropology should be viewed, not as a simple-minded scholarly progress over time, rather a stormy muddling through a learned terrain whose terms, divisions, and destination change as we seek to move on (MacClancy 2013: 4) . In other words, I wish to argue against the crudely dichotomous, overly academic view perpetuated by the anthropologists in my epigraphs.
In this paper, I contribute to the redressing of the imbalance created by Stocking and his acolytes, and to exemplify the longevity of purportedly moribund theory, by opening up to a plural conception of anthropology, where the extra-mural or public is not ignored or prematurely denigrated for the sake of academic trends of the moment. Rather than precipitately confine study to debates by academic anthropological participants, I wish to appreciate the popular as part of the life-course of anthropology, especially when some popularly presented ideas disparaged in their time by the academically mainstream have since been re-evaluated, positively. Mass Observation, for instance, presented itself as popular anthropology, i.e. anthropology of the people, for the people, by the people.
Though it was strongly criticized by anthropologists of its day, it has since become a respected and established part of British academia, utilised by, among others, social anthropologists (MacClancy 1995) .
i In this paper, I thus strive to give equal weight to untenured anthropologists who also weighed in or opined publicly as much as to their academic counterparts. I emphasize that I am not trying to re-centre the previously marginalised for the jejune sake of arcane historiographical end, a near-obsessive filling out Raglan, an anthropologist of quixotic profundity, has been disregarded because he spent much effort promoting with vigour a side-lined paradigm. This interested exclusion shunts out of sight the suggestive contributions he did make. It is true he was an unrepentant diffusionist in times of structural-functionalist hegemony, but there is more to the man than that, as this paper demonstrates.
I do not wish to be misunderstood. I do not here argue that an overly speculative hyperdiffusionism is of intrinsic interest. Nor do I question that the empirically-grounded monographs of the structural-functionalists are justly famed for the ethnographic riches and unexpected insights they provided. What I do argue is that a dismissive, general crabbing of diffusionism for reasons which include the hegemonic threatens to occlude the strengths of a modulated diffusionism, particularly its concern with cultural transmission, and to pass over the blindspots of orthodox structural-functionalism, especially its marginalizing of 6 historical factors and often rigid concept of culture. Acknowledging the intellectual strengths of the victors should not entail ignoring those of their opponents.
The structure of my argument follows a four-step logic, with each step cumulative.
First, I sketch Raglan's life and characterise his general anthropological approach. Second, I
analyse his popularity and its flip-side: assessment of his work, particularly by academics. , and then of the RAI (1955-58).
Raglan remained remarkably active in anthropology throughout his post-military life:
in his final eighteen months, when he was approaching 80, he broadcast a piece on 'The origin of folklore' for the BBC, wrote the cover story for the Xmas issue of New Society, the leading weekly in popular social science, and saw his last book through to publication (Raglan 1963; (Raglan 1936) . In other words, the hero is a polythetic concept, i.e. a broad set of criteria, where no particular criterion is necessary or sufficient; any example of the concept must simply manifest a certain minimal number of the criteria (Needham 1975) . For Raglan, the important consequence is that heroic tales he should be regarded as above all structured according to a loose but common narrative: this tells more about modes of thought than historical realities (Raglan 1936g ). The corollary is that all these heroes are mythical. Finally he argues it is probable that these traditional narratives derive from ritual drama.
In How came civilization? (Raglan 1939) , he examines the archaeological and ethnographic evidence for the geohistorical spread of key items of civilization. Confounding contemporary opinions by exposing their fragile presumptions, he argues the probable ritualistic origin of all his itemised list. Thus, animals were first domesticated, not for meat, but for sacrifice; the first use of the plough was to symbolically fertilise the soil; bows and 10 arrows symbolically destroyed distant enemies; and so on. The cumulative consequence is that civilization originated in ritual, in Ancient Sumeria.
In Death and rebirth (Raglan 1945) , Raglan engages in a cross-cultural ethnographic survey, to argue that initiations, coronations, marriages, and funerals are all variants of the same ceremony, as in each the central figure undergoes a symbolic death and rebirth. Here openly neo-Frazerian, he uses his survey material to suggest that many widespread and familiar beliefs about the future life, especially forms of rebirth, derive from a single source:
the cult of the Divine King. Again, he considers this religion comes ultimately from prehistoric southwest Asia.
Four years later, in The origins of religion (Raglan 1949a) , he contends that a religion is an organisation for the performance of symbolic activities, i.e. rites. The object of rites is to secure the life and prosperity of the members of the religion, first in this world, later in the next one. These ritual activities symbolized the unity of the group, and its strength through that unity. Thus religious proselytizing and wars are to be viewed as but attempts to form stronger, more effective groups. He counters Frazerians by arguing that thought proceeds from the concrete to the abstract, not vice versa. Therefore religious innovators
were not proto-theologians; they did not win over others by saying, 'This is what I think; it may contain an element of truth' rather, 'Do what I tell you and you will be rewarded'.
Raglan thought it 'Time that the practice of speculating about imaginary speculators was abandoned, and that it was realized that religion is not what individuals think, but what groups of people do' (Raglan 1949a: 128) .
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In his final work The temple and the house (Raglan 1964) , he argues that houses derive historically from palaces, in turn derived from temples, where the most important rite of early religion was held: the annual marriage of the Earth and the Sky, performed to ensure prosperity and fertility. In the palatial version of this ceremony, the Sky and the Earth are replaced by the monarch and his queen; following Frazer, Raglan argues both figures are understood to be divine, and the king symbolically dies and is reborn in the ritual course. These rites, he suggests, are the legacy of a religious system which appeared in the Ancient East as part of the Neolithic Revolution (Raglan 1964: 195-6 ).
How to be a popular anthropologist
Raglan worked hard, via a variety of means, to be a successful, popular anthropologist.
First, he wrote a lot. Besides authoring books, he produced anthropological articles, papers and reviewed profusely in a variety of prestigious periodicals, both popular and academic. For decades he was a regular reviewer for The Times Literary Supplement; many single issues of Man, the monthly RAI journal, include several reviews by him. The list of journals to which he contributed range from the leading popular science journal Discovery to The Monthly Record of the Ethical Society (Raglan 1934a) , from The Listener (Raglan1934b, c) to The Rationalist (Raglan 1949b (Raglan , 1950 Firstly, because some of them are too deeply entrenched to be driven out without a regular assault; and secondly, because in levelling their works I shall at the same time be preparing the foundations for what I believe to be a more permanent and defensible fortress (Raglan 1933: 5) .
He confesses his own answer to the question is speculative but, 'having criticized (so many others) it would be would be cowardly not to give other people a chance to criticize me' (Raglan 1933: 96) . At least, he argues, his answer takes better account of the known ethnography than those of his predecessors.
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Publishers were well aware of the power of his prose. His first publisher accepted
Jocasta's crime immediately:
The book is highly provocative and as most prominent anthropologists in the country are made at one place or another in it to look somewhat ridiculous it ought to have a good circulation in academic circles! Apart from this however, I think both its subject and the humorous way in which you have treated it will attract a somewhat wider circle of readers (Rieu to Raglan, 21 vii 1932, 1, GA) .
Indeed, Raglan's literary style was considered so exemplary that an extract from The hero was included in a postwar anthology of good writing (Steinman 1964 Raglan's various calls-to sterilize the unfit, banish the Irish, replace fairy tales with historical narratives in the raising of children-and his bold statements, e.g. the lack of successful barriers to 'racial fusion' (Raglan 1934c) , brought him notoriety, and also some attention when he turned to more strictly anthropological matters. The publicity given to these polemics lent light to his more scholarly endeavours. 
How Raglan was assessed
For anthropologists who regard their subject in conventional historiographic terms, Raglan can be seen as a mere transitional figure, an amateur who achieved prominence at the very time others were striving to professionalise their scholastic pursuit. This is an impoverishing view from an interested position.
In the eyes of the professionalisers, Raglan championed an increasingly unfashionable approach. Moreover he did so energetically and in an uncompromising manner. His copious book reviews in and letters to Man are often bold in tone and unsparing in criticism. He repeatedly chides colleagues for shoddy scholarship, logical inconsistencies, and poorly grounded speculation. At times his dedication to keeping debates alive forced Man's editor to foreclose correspondence on the respective issue (e.g.
Man July 1938: 120).
iii Further, unlike his tenured opponents, his anthropological position does not appear to evolve. His 1957 Presidential address to the RAI is a re-declaration of diffusionist principles and functionalist criticisms: 'To sum up, my quarrel with the antidiffusionists is not merely that they are wrong. Many errors are harmless, but theirs are dangerous' (Raglan 1957: 146) .
If Raglan's aim was to excite reaction, he succeeded, though some of that response was negative, and a bit of it ill-tempered. For instance, in 1942, a communication he gave at the RAI on 'The future of anthropology', was followed in Man by lengthy, critical comments from five Fellows (Raglan 1942) . His diffusionist paper about the cruck truss led to a similarly drawn-out correspondence with architectural historians, among others (Raglan 1956 ). But 18 the most extended example of his ability to initiate and maintain a debate was the 'Webs of fantasy' correspondence, which he started, and a series of Fellows kept up in the journal for over two years in the mid-1950s. The key issue was the role of history in anthropological explanation, but the sometimes acid tone of exchange also served to mark out the differences between the structural-functionalists and others. John Beattie, as self-appointed representative of the professionalisers, treated Raglan's argument as 'fantastic', and tried to divorce the diffusionists from social anthropologists by classifying their 'hypotheses as somebody else's problem' (Beattie 1954: 35) . In turn, Raglan thought the functionalists blinkered as they allowed for diffusionism in European prehistory but not for other places in contemporary times (Raglan 1955: 48 You have among the member of the staff of this magazine half a dozen fervent admirers. We read 'The Hero' over and over-at least, I do and have enormously 21 enjoyed 'The origins of religion'. They are the biggest little books ever written (Gill to Raglan, 24 viii 1949, 1, GA) .
v Some US scholars of literature and myth recognized the power of his caveat against reading history into legends, and the 'enduring value' of his thematic analysis in The hero, as well as its innovative proto-structuralist approach (Fontenrose 1966: 25; Scholes 1975: 68; Miller 2000: 66) . Some, however, worried about his lauding of myth at the expense of history;
others criticized the vagueness and rigid, static nature of his ritualism, which, they argued, During his lifetime, assessment of Raglan's work, within academic anthropology and beyond, was variable. In the years following his death the British anthropologists who wrote the history of their discipline were much more uniform in opinion about the diffusionism he espoused. They thought it a mistake.
Evans-Pritchard had early set the tone. In a single sentence, he claimed diffusionism had had 'little lasting influence', partly because it is 'as conjectural and unverifiable' as the work of evolutionists (Evans-Pritchard 1951: 47) . His students kept to his line in the definitive textbooks they wrote: Beattie chided diffusionists for 'going far beyond the evidence' while Godfrey Lienhardt ignored them altogether, moving without interruption in 23 his intellectual genealogy straight from Frazer to Radcliffe-Brown (Beattie 1964: 8; Lienhardt 1964: 28) . Mair, like Evans-Pritchard a student of Malinowski's, was equally dismissive: 'Not much need really be said about the war of the diffusionists and evolutionists. . . The whole discussion now seems rather unreal' (Mair 1965: 18) . These postwar anthropologists come across as mainly concerned to distance themselves as much as possible from their immediate predecessors. vii The epigraphs heading this paper, by distinguished anthropologists of the succeeding generation, suggest how little attitudes had changed, even fifty years later.
The postwar neo-Durkheimians were so ready to denigrate diffusionism because it clashed with their structural-functionalist portrayal of societies as coherent wholes coasting in an ethnographic present. Societal integrity was valued, cultural borrowing was not.
History was a complicating factor they usually wished to do without. In this constraining context, Raglan's sustained latter-day defence of diffusionist development and appeals for the incorporation of historical dimensions into anthropological studies were unwanted. As an independent scholar, he had the freedom 'to voice muted discontents more widely felt within the profession at large' (Vincent 1994: 257) . However, as an amateur in an increasingly professionalised university context, he had no power to change, only to irritate. Kuklick argues it is unsurprising that these phenomena were then of interest, given the considerable movements of populations at the time (Kuklick 2008: 68) . Moreover, during this interwar period, diffusionism was also popular beyond the academy, as much of its protagonists' writings were aimed at a general readership, who 'responded enthusiastically' (Kuklick 1991: 12) . [1960] [1961] [1962] [1963] [1964] [1965] [1966] [1967] [1968] [1969] [1970] [1971] [1972] [1973] [1974] [1975] . viii Though Forde's aims shifted away from diffusionist concerns, for several decades UCL still acted by default as the academic homebase for British diffusionism.
Diffusionism was also kept alive, to a certain degree, by Rodney Needham at Oxford.
Looking for precursors of structuralist concerns, he came to laud, in a discriminating manner, the work of Maurice Hocart. Introducing a reissue of Hocart's Kings and councillors (Hocart 1936) , he decried the structural-functionalists' unfair shunting of diffusionism into 'a limbo of unregenerate error' (Needham 1970: lxviii) :
We can surely try to encourage a more liberal and fertile style of investigation in social anthropology by turning students, or at least those who are not already too set or malformed in their ideas, away from the banalities and shuffling compromises of the textbook. . ., and more in the direction of those adventures of the mind such as Hocart exemplified (Needham 1970: xcvi-vii Raglan's quixotic manner to perceive his 'element of true genius' (Leach 1965; 1982: 209) .
Francis Huxley, again a very independent anthropologist of this general period, was equally appreciative of Raglan's work (Huxley 1974 ).
If we shift from a general intellectual focus to a more ethnographic one, it becomes clear that diffusionism also did not go away in the study of specific geographic areas.
Perhaps the most illuminating case is that of Oceania: a collection, after all, of physical isolates (islands), which yet show many striking social and cultural similarities. To the question, 'How might this be?', a ready answer in the early twentieth century was diffusionism via migration and trade. The exemplary, early text here was Rivers' two-volume (Rivers 1914) , whose pioneering insights were still being lauded by Melanesian comparativists seventy years later (e.g. Brunton 1989 ). In the following decades this diffusionist approach was upheld by, among others, Deacon and
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Layard in their ethnographies (Deacon 1934 , Layard 1942 ). This regional maintenance of an explanatory style was not by chance, as the concept of diffusion is particularly apt for
Melanesian societies, given their customary propensity for internally generated 27 transformation. In Vanuatu, for instance, change was stimulated by aspirant big-men's desires to awe their ritual constituency, which dovetailed with an inter-island trading network of ritual elements, undergirded by local notions of individual creativity and cultural copyright (Allen 1981b) . In this context, the modernization movements once known as 'cargo cults' were simply the most evident of a long-grounded series of renovatory initiatives (Guiart 1956 (Guiart , 1958 MacClancy 1980) . It is not surprising therefore, that even in the 1980s anthropologists of the area had no difficulty about deploying the concept of diffusion within their analyses (e.g. Allen 1981a, b).
Diffusionism also survived because of its patent interdisciplinary potential. From anthropology, the first discipline to develop diffusionism in a sustained maner, it diffused through to other fields of study. A key figure here is the geographer Carl O. Sauer who, inspired by the work of his Berkeley colleague Alfred Kroeber (Duncan 1970; Solot 1986: 510-13) , developed with his students a diffusionist style of 'cultural history'. Within geography this approach was both highly influential and enduring, until well into the 1960s.
Similar statements can be made about archaeology, with fin de siècle practitioners reacting against evolutionist approaches while borrowing from the anthropology of the time both the diffusionist approach and the concept of 'culture', to produce the paradigm of 'culture history'. Dominant in the British branch of the discipline in the first half of the last century, culture history was only marginalized in the 1970s by the rise of processual approaches, though it has remained a necessary constituent of archaeological investigation (Trigger 1991; Michaels 1996; Shennan 2000 Fabian 1998: 107, n.23; Friedman 2003: ix-x; Friedman 2013: 335; Hahn 2008; Leal 2011) . Though globalisation theory is much more than a re-packaging of diffusionism, both share a common orientation: a focus on flows, undermining a rigid concept of culture, and highlighting its localist tendencies in the process. As Appadurai opined, 'Diffusionism, whatever its defects and in whatever guise, has at least the virtue of allowing everyone the possibility of exposure to a world larger than their current locale' (Appadurai 1988: 39) .
The burden of historiography Diffusionism did not stutter into inactivity in the late 1930s, despite what some wish to claim. As evidenced here, it remained a live anthropological concern, though one outside the UK mainstream, through to contemporary times, while the recent emergence of globalisation theory has led to the beginning of its reappraisal and some initial questioning of postwar dismissiveness. One could choose other, more optimistic metaphors which, also, fit with more plural conceptions of disciplines. We might speak instead of the 'after-life' of theories, of paradigms which long continue to survive, albeit in minor mode, once the initial potency of their explanatory potential has started to decline. To take a different tack: without too much stretching of Deleuze and Guattari's original characterization (Deleuze and Guattari 30 1980), we can class diffusionist thought rhizomic, supposedly withered at source but pushing up shoots in unexpected places time after time, making unforeseen connections in the process. Whether we plumb for metaphors tidal, mathematical, mechanical, Batesonian, physical or biological (and each, by definition, has its limitations), I hope it is now clear that at least one consequence remains the same: theories do not die just because powerful opponents declare so, and manage to get that repeated in the key textbooks.
Raglan may be viewed as a victim of this divisive process, as one made to suffer the common fate of unfashionable radicals: more lampooned than lauded, more dismissed than discussed. Too often, his desire to be bold, to not appear cowardly, was the major's undoing. The lord wanted to cut a dash. Instead he was usually just cut, marginalised as a late stalwart of a noble stereotype, the English eccentric. Given his sustained work in the symbolic and spiritual dimensions of social life, it is ironic this clever but idiosyncratic scholar is today best remembered by religious sceptics.
Bendix has recently classed work into the history of anthropology as 'overabundant' (Bendix 2015) . Godfrey Lienhardt used to say the same to me, about Stocking's History of anthropology annual. He thought a discipline as small as ours could not bear the weight of so much historical analysis (Lienhardt pers comm 1989) . My hope is that the evidence of this paper might suggest otherwise. For overviewing the intellectual trajectory of Raglan exemplifies, in a multi-contextual manner, the work done by diffusionists. Also, it serves to illuminate a key dimension of British anthropology's 'golden age', an element of that period as misrepresented as it is neglected. Moreover, Raglan's interstitial status between the academic and the popular helps clarify the multi-headed nature of anthropology over the 31 mid-century decades. If, for that extended period, Robert Graves can be regarded as the greatest populariser in the UK of neo-Frazerian anthropology (MacClancy 2013: 110-134) , then Raglan may be viewed as his diffusionist counterpart. Their example reminds us how much work is done in the name of our discipline beyond its academically defined borders.
Furthermore, as some were well aware, Raglan's defiant defence of diffusionism could mask his genuinely pioneering, prostructuralist work: the symbolic equation linking incest to exogamy; the structure of mythical-hero narratives; the common symbolic logic to a variety of rites, and to housing structures; the organizing role of symbolism in religious rites. In these senses, Raglan's protostructuralist equivalences strove to keep symbolic concerns to the fore at a time when neo-Durkheimians concentrated on elucidating social structures.
Finally, Raglan may also be regarded as an upholder of fundamental concerns in anthropology. Needham, for one, thought Raglan an exemplar of what anthropologists should be doing: not just comprehending alien categories, but subjecting our own categories to 'a comparative and sceptical appraisal' as well (Needham 1964 ).
More generally, scrutinising the ways diffusionism was slighted by its opponents yet continued to be practised within academic anthropology enables us to adumbrate the demonstrable life-course of theories, and not just perpetuate the self-serving representations of hegemons and their epigones. Despite the disciplinary success of the structural-functionalists, diffusionism did not turn into some kind of zombie-theory but was kept alive in ways unexpected by more strait-jacketed colleagues.
If this were the case for diffusionism, how many other theories, once past their heydays, have been similarly neglected by historians of anthropology? 32
